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Abstract

BGP Route Flap Damping (RFD) is anecdotally considered to
be a key contributor in the stability of the global Inter-Domain
Routing system. It works by suppressing advertisements about
persistently flapping routes, which otherwise would be propa-
gated throughout the Internet. However, it was recently shown
that relatively stable routes, i.e., routes that only fail occasion-
ally, can be incorrectly suppressed by this mechanism for sub-
stantially long periods of time. This phenomenon can be traced
back to the complex interaction between BGP path exploration
and how the RFD algorithm identifies route flaps. In this paper,
we study a distinctive characteristic of BGP path exploration
following a single network event such as a link or router fail-
ure. Based on this characteristic, we distinguish BGP route
updates during BGP path exploration from route flaps, and
propose a new BGP Route Flap Damping Algorithm, RFD+,
with the following properties — 1) it can correctly distinguish
between route flaps and path exploration; 2) it can suppress
routes that are frequently and persistently changing; and 3) it
does not affect routes that fail occasionally.

In addition to presenting the algorithm and the relevant
properties, we also conduct simulations to illustrate the per-
formance of our algorithm. Lastly, we present a simplified, lo-
calized route flap damping algorithm to demonstrate the possi-
bility of lightweight mechanisms to improve Internet stability.

1 Introduction

Internet routing instability has an adverse impact on applica-
tion performance. It manifests itself with increased network
latencies and packet losses [9, 12]. There have been several
measures deployed on the global Internet that have a positive
impact on stability. For example, rate limiting advertisements
in BGP throttles how often information is exchanged between
�
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neighbors; network prefix aggregation with CIDR limits the in-
stability at the edge of the Internet from reaching the core [3].
Another mechanism to improve stability is BGP Route Flap
Damping [17], which, unlike the others, was designed explic-
itly to limit route instability.

As stated in [17], the goals for the deployment of RFD are 1)
to provide a mechanism capable of reducing router processing
load caused by instability; 2) to prevent sustained route oscil-
lation; and 3) to do so without affecting the convergence time
of generally well behaved routes. It works as follows: each
router (on which RFD is enabled) maintains a penalty counter
for every neighbor and prefix announced by that neighbor.
This counter is incremented by a preset penalty when there is
a route update (or withdrawal), and is exponentially decayed
in the absence of any updates. If the penalty counter exceeds
a configured suppression threshold, any route announced by
the neighbor for the prefix in question is excluded from the
BGP path selection process, i.e., it is suppressed. The penalty
decays over time (in the absence of updates), and eventually
falls below a configured reuse threshold, at which time it is
re-admitted into the path selection process.

RFD is quite effective in damping persistent and frequent
route updates, or simply route flaps [17], and it is generally
considered to be one of the main contributors to the overall
routing stability of the Internet [7]. At the same time, RFD
sometimes incorrectly penalizes relatively stable routes. In
other words, the third objective is not satisfied. In recent work
by Mao et al. [10], it was shown that RFD can adversely af-
fect the convergence times for routes that fail occasionally.
In one particular example, it was shown that the route to a
certain network can be suppressed or up-to an hour, even if
it was withdrawn exactly once and re-announced soon after.
This phenomenon is a result of the complex interaction be-
tween RFD and the BGP path exploration that follows a link
or router failure. Intuitively, by virtue of the path vector nature
of BGP, a router could potentially learn, from its neighbors,
a large number of paths to a destination. In the event of the
route being withdrawn at the destination, path exploration is
triggered, wherein the router explores a large number of alter-
nate paths. It might well be that the destination itself is no
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longer reachable through any path, but this is not known at the
router we are considering. This results in the router selecting
a new path (because the old one was withdrawn), propagating
it only to find out a little while later that the path just chosen
was invalid, and so on, until all the paths have been tried and
discarded. The interested reader is directed to [2, 10] for a
detailed account of this problem.

To address this issue, there are two possible approaches.
The first approach tries to preserve the existing RFD algo-
rithm, but uses less aggressive damping parameters (such
as smaller penalty increments, larger suppression thresholds,
etc.) [2]. Clearly, this has the side effect of being more “for-
giving” of actual instability, which is not desirable. The second
approach would be to enhance or modify the RFD algorithm
so that it can correctly distinguish path exploration from per-
sistent route flaps, and suppress the latter only. One such at-
tempt towards this approach is the Selective Route Flap Damp-
ing (SRFD) algorithm [10]. However, as will be shown later,
the operation of SRFD is incorrect in certain situations. In
fact, the underlying assumption about BGP path exploration
upon which SRFD is based turns out to be inaccurate. Conse-
quently, in some cases, SRFD may still suppress a relatively
stable route for a long time.

It is our belief that to fundamentally address this problem
we need to correctly identify the distinguishing features that
set BGP path exploration apart from a route flap. We could
then use these features in algorithms that would successfully
distinguish path exploration from route flaps (which can then
be suppressed). In this paper we first study the distinguish-
ing features that set apart route flaps from path exploration.
Based on this “signature”, we propose a new BGP Route Flap
Damping algorithm, RFD+, which has the following proper-
ties: (1) it correctly distinguishes between BGP updates dur-
ing path exploration and route flaps; (2) it is able to suppress
routes that are frequently and persistently changing; and (3) it
does not affect routes that fail occasionally. In addition to pre-
senting the algorithm and its properties, in this paper we also
conduct simulations to illustrate the performance of our algo-
rithm. Furthermore, a simpler localized route flap damping
algorithm is discussed to demonstrate the possibility of em-
ploying lightweight algorithms to combat route flaps.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we formally define BGP path explorations and route
flaps. One example is also presented to demonstrate how the
BGP Route Flap Damping algorithm may affect the conver-
gence time of relatively stable routes by mistaking BGP up-
dates during BGP path exploration as route flaps. In Sec-
tion 3, we present a distinctive characteristic of BGP path ex-
plorations, which help us distinguish BGP updates during a
BGP path exploration from route flaps. A new BGP route flap
damping algorithm, RFD+, is studied in Section 4. Section 5
conducts simulations to compare the performance difference
of SRFD and RFD+. A localized route flap damping scheme is

presented in Section 6. In Section 7, we discuss related work.
Section 8 concludes the paper and discusses future research
work.

2 Background and Motivation

2.1 Border Gateway Protocol
We model the Internet as an undirected graph �����
	����� ,
where 	 is the set of nodes, each of which represents a single
Autonomous System (or AS for short), and  is the set of
edges among the ASes. Although an AS may contain many
BGP routers, we abuse the term node to refer to both an AS
and a BGP router, since the exact meaning is clear from the
context.

An edge exists between two ASes if and only if they ex-
change BGP information. Consider two nodes � and � . If there
is an edge between the two nodes, we say that node � is a neigh-
bor of node � and vice versa. Moreover, we denote the edge
between node � and node � as ��������� . It is clear that if there
is an edge between two nodes, there must be some underlying
physical link(s) connecting them.

We now briefly describe the operation of BGP at a single
router. We only present aspects of the protocol that are relevant
to our discussion in this paper. For a complete description of
the protocol, readers are directed to [15]. For simplicity, the
following description is with respect to a single destination.

When a router receives routing information (essentially a
BGP Update message for the destination), it installs the routes
in a neighbor specific routing table. The set of all routes to the
destination could be called the set of candidate routes. Subse-
quently, it invokes a path selection process to determine which
of the candidate routes it will use — which we can term the
best path. The path selection is based upon a locally config-
ured policy. To keep the discussion simple, we assume that a
local policy assigns a high preference to shorter paths (using
the smallest router id to break a tie), unless otherwise speci-
fied.

Once a best path is selected, the router sends this route to its
neighbors using BGP UPDATE messages1. A BGP UPDATE
message announces a path that is potentially valid or it with-
draws an existing route. In the second case, the recipient is
instructed to remove the route learned earlier from the sender.

To constrain the amount of BGP routing traffic exchanged, a� �
������� �"!$#&%(')!+*,���"-$! � !+�.��/0�.�"!+*,')1)2 (or MRAI) timer is used
to throttle announcements, requiring that MRAI seconds elapse
between successive route announcements. Note that this timer
only applies to route announcements; route withdrawals are
immediately propagated to prevent the black holing of traffic
(where a node forwards traffic for an invalid route, which is
subsequently dropped further along the path).

1Excluding the neighbor that the router learns this particular route from.
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2.2 BGP Path Explorations and Route Flap
Damping

Here we discuss the interaction between BGP path exploration
and the BGP Route Flap Damping algorithm (RFD) [17], and
demonstrate how a single route flap can cause routes to be sup-
pressed for a relatively long time. To aid our description, we
first need to clearly define some notation.

2.2.1 Network Events and BGP Events

For clarity, we distinguish between network events and BGP
events. Network events are defined as original network dy-
namics such as link/router failures and recoveries that trigger
the generation of BGP update messages. For simplicity, we
also refer to policy changes or policy disputes that trigger BGP
route changes as network events [6]2. We further classify net-
work events into failure events or recovery events — depend-
ing on their effect upon the BGP routing protocol. In response
to a network failure event, a BGP speaker may send out a with-
drawal or select a less preferred route (if the more preferred
routes have been withdrawn). On the other hand, following
a network recovery event, better (more preferred) routes be-
come available at a router and are announced to its neighbors.
Examples of network failure events include link failure, router
failure, and policy-related route withdrawal. Link and router
recoveries, as well as policy-related route re-announcements
are instances of network recovery events.

BGP events are triggered by network events, or recursively
by other BGP events announced by BGP update messages. In-
tuitively, BGP events are simple messages (announcements or
withdrawals) being generated (or propagated). We will ab-
stractly denote a BGP event as 3 , which can be either a route
announcement or a route withdrawal. In the former case, we
abuse notation and also use 3 to refer to the actual path con-
tained in the announcement.

2.2.2 BGP Path Exploration, Route Flap, and Persistent
Route Flap

By virtue of the path vector nature of BGP, a router could po-
tentially learn a large number of paths to a destination from its
neighbors. Let us consider an event that causes the destina-
tion to become disconnected from the rest of the Internet. The
exact location of the event (or the nature of the event) is not
carried in the BGP events that are triggered. Consequently,
when routers receive a withdrawal, they simply switch to a
path with a lower preference — which is in turn announced to
their neighbors. However, since there is really no valid path to
the destination, each of these less preferred paths is withdrawn
eventually, and the cycle continues until all of the paths are

2We could take the stand that such policy based changes are initiated by
some physical event.

withdrawn from the system. This phenomenon can be termed
BGP path exploration, and is an inherent artifact of all path
vector protocols3.

To define BGP path exploration formally, consider an ar-
bitrary node � in the network. BGP path exploration, in the
context of node � , is simply the sequence of BGP events gen-
erated by the node following a single network failure event.
At the end of the path exploration, the node reaches a new sta-
ble state, i.e., it does not generate any more BGP events (if
we can assume that no other network event takes place in this
time). Similarly, when a failure is repaired, nodes can explore
a number of paths before settling on a stable path. Thus, we
distinguish between failure path exploration (which is a result
of a network failure event) and recovery path exploration (in
response to a network recovery event). In the rest of the paper,
we do not explicitly prefix the type (failure or recovery) when
mentioning path explorations except when it is not clear from
the context.

Given the potentially large number of transient BGP up-
dates generated by a node during path exploration, it is pos-
sible that one of its neighbors may decide that the routes being
announced by the node are not stable. In the next subsection,
we demonstrate the interaction between path exploration and
RFD.

A route flap could be defined as the BGP event sequence that
is associated with a network failure event and a corresponding
network recovery event (occurring soon after). Let 4 denote a
route flap and 56487:9;5 the number of occurrences of the route
flap during a given time interval 9 . Let < be a configurable
constant parameter. Then if 5 4=7>9;5@?A< , we say that 4 is a
persistent route flap.

2.2.3 BGP Route Flap Damping and its Interaction with
BGP Path Explorations

Persistent route flaps increase Internet routing traffic and de-
grade Internet performance. The objective of BGP Route Flap
Damping (RFD) is to suppress the usage and spread of such
persistently flapping routes without affecting the convergence
time of relatively stable routes [17]. As mentioned earlier,
RFD is a penalty-based scheme. For every neighbor, node �
maintains a penalty counter for each network prefix, which
is increased by a preset penaly whenever a BGP update is
received from the neighbor (regarding the network prefix).
When the counter exceeds a pre-defined suppression threshold,
all the related routes from the neighbor (routes to the particular
destination prefix announced by this neighrbor) are excluded
from the BGP path selection process, or to put it in another
way, they are suppressed. The penalty counter decays expo-
nentially over time, and when it is below a reuse threshold the

3In this, we are deviating from the common practice of terming any se-
quence of path changes as path explorations, irrespective of the underlying
cause.
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corresponding routes can participate in the BGP path selec-
tion process again. The penalty counter decays as follows: LetB ����� denote the penalty counter at time � , then for �"CD?E�

B ��� C ��� B �����"!GFIHGJLK�MNFOK�P�� (1)

where Q is a system parameter, which is normally configured
through a Half-life parameter R by the equation ! FIH,S �UT�V6W .

Even though RFD is effective in damping persistent route
flaps, it was recently shown that RFD may suppress a rela-
tively stable route for a long time. To understand this bet-
ter, in the following description we present a real sequence
of BGP advertisements that demonstrate the problem. The
advertisements shown in Table 1 are for a single prefix
198.133.206.0/24 on January 19, 2003. This prefix was se-
lected because it is used by the BGP Beacons project, where
a set of prefixes are announced and withdrawn at well defined
intervals[14]. The BGP updates were collected at the Univer-
sity of Minnesota network. The first column of the table is
the time at which the BGP message was received at the obser-
vation host4. In the second column, a path indicates that the
advertisement was an announcement, whereas the absence of
a path indicates a withdrawal advertisement. The third column
represents the value of the penalty counter at the time the ad-
vertisement was received, while the fourth column represents
the value after the advertisement has been processed (and the
penalty X added). In order to compute the penalties, we use
the default Cisco RFD parameters (see Table 2). Thus, the first
three advertisements incur a penalty of 500 each (since they
correspond to updates), while the last one incurs a penalty of
1000.

Notice that at time 13:03:48, the penalty value is greater
than the suppression threshold, which causes the prefix to be
suppressed. If we can extrapolate a little and replace the prefix
by a normal prefix that for some reason failed and then came
back on soon after, we would see an announcement for this
a little while after the last withdrawal. In this case, since the
penalty value is greater than the suppression threshold, this
announcement will be ignored even though it corresponds to a
valid repair event, and will not be considered until the penalty
value decays to a value below the re-use threshold, which takes
approximately 25 minutes in this example!

This phenomenon can be traced back to the complex inter-
action between BGP path exploration and the RFD algorithm.
Recall that during BGP path exploration, a large number of
BGP route updates can be advertised from a node to its neigh-
bors. From the neighbor’s point of view, the routes going
through the node appear unstable and are thus suppressed by
RFD even though all the BGP updates are part of BGP path
exploration.

4For simplicity, we can assume that this prefix was never seen before, so
we can justify Y[ZL\^]`_ba .

Table 1: Interaction between RFD and BGP path exploration
Time Path c JdK�P c JdK�Pfehg

13:00:33 217 57 3908 1 3130 3927 0 500
13:01:00 217 57 1 2914 3130 3927 489.710 989.710
13:01:28 217 57 3908 3356 2914 3130 3927 968.596 1468.596
13:03:48 - 1318.486 2318.486

Table 2: Default Cisco RFD configuration values
Parameter Value
Withdrawal penalty 1000
Attributes change penalty 500
Suppression threshold 2000
Half-life (min) 15
Reuse threshold 750
Max suppress time (min) 60

2.3 Selective Route Flap Damping
As discussed above, the current BGP Route Flap Damping al-
gorithm may incorrectly delay the convergence of relatively
stable routes. To fundamentally address this issue, we need to
identify the essential distinction(s) between BGP path explo-
ration and route flaps, upon which we can base algorithms that
can correctly suppress persistently flapping routes while be-
ing insensitive to BGP updates during BGP path exploration.
Selective Route Flap Damping (SRFD) is perhaps the first at-
tempt in this direction [10]. SRFD is based on the simple ob-
servation that during a BGP path exploration, the route with
the highest preference among the current available routes is
chosen as the best route. Therefore, the preferences of the an-
nounced best routes during BGP path exploration should be
monotonic. It is important to note that we are referring to the
preference at the neighbor.

Based on this assumption, SRFD treats a sequence of routes
with alternating relative preference as an indication of a route-
flap. Relative preference of routes at a neighbor is defined
as the comparative value of two consecutive route announce-
ments5. See [10] for more details on SRFD.

SRFD was verified as correctly detecting route flaps while
being insensitive to path exploration for the network configu-
rations studied in [10]. However, the assumption about mono-
tonic relative preference is inaccurate and consequently, in
some cases, SRFD might fail to correctly distinguish between
path exploration and route flaps, leading to the suppression
of a well behaved route. To see why the assumption about
monotonic preference changes is not true, note that when a
current best route is withdrawn, a BGP speaker selects a new
best route from the set of currently available alternative paths.
However, because of topological dependencies and delays in
BGP message processing and propagation, the set of currently
available alternative paths at the router can be different at dif-
ferent times. Therefore, routes with alternate relative prefer-

5In case announcements are interleaved with withdrawals, relative prefer-
ence is not well defined. In this case, SRFD looks for interleaved advertise-
ments with the same relative preference as an indicator of a route flap.
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Figure 3: fork-clique(4) network.

Table 3: BGP updates with non-monotonic preference changes.
Stage Routing tables New messages Preference
0 1(*0d, 30d, 56780d) 3(*0d, 10d, 40d) 4(*0d, 20d, 30d) 2(*0d, 40d) - (steady state)

edge (0,d) is down 0 ikj 1, 2, 3, 4, 8 l W
1 1(-, *30d, 56780d) 3(-, *10d, 40d) 4(-, *20d, 30d) 2(-, *40d) 1 ikj x,3 l [130d], 3 ikj 1, 4 l [310d], 4 ikj 2, 3 l [420d], 2 ikj 4 l W m
2 1(-, -, *56780d) 3(-, -, *420d) 4(-,-,*310d) 2(-,-) 1 ikj x l [156780d], 3 ikj 1,4 l [3420d], 4 ikj 3 l W m
3 1(-, *3420d, 56780d) 3(-,-,-) 4(-,-,-) 2(-,-) 1 ikj x l [13420d], 3 ikj 1 l W n
4 1(-,-,*56780d) 3(-,-,-) 4(-,-,-) 2(-,-) 1 ikj x l [156780d] m

ences may be announced by the router to its neighbors during
BGP path exploration if it turns out that a “better path” than
the one currently chosen happens to become available (during
path exploration).

To have a more intuitive appreciation of the dynamic com-
plexity during BGP path exploration, below we present a sim-
ple example to demonstrate that a node may announce routes
with alternate relative preferences during BGP path explo-
ration. See Appendix A for an example showing that a node
may also announce a route withdrawal between two BGP route
announcements with the same preference during BGP path ex-
ploration.

For simplicity, we adopt the following discrete-time syn-
chronized BGP model. In each discrete-time stage, a node
processes all the pending announcement messages received in
the last stage. After processing these messages, the node may
update its neighbors accordingly. If the best route to a des-
tination prefix is changed, the node sends the new best route
to its neighbors. If the network prefix becomes unreachable,
a BGP withdrawal message is sent. After all the nodes finish
this processing, the system advances to the next stage. Note
that, in each stage at most one update message (either an an-
nouncement or a withdrawal) is sent from a node to each of its
neighbors.

Figure 1 presents a simple AS-level network topology; we
refer to it as the fork network. The numbers or letters in the
figure denote the id of the corresponding nodes. For simplic-
ity, we only consider one destination node % and all the routes
are given with respected to this node. We assume that node W
prefers the routes announced by node o over those by node p .
All other nodes do not have such a local preference differentia-
tion. Assume initially that node T announces a route to all of its
neighbors, and this information is propagated in the network.

After all the nodes enter a steady state regarding the route to
node % , edge �qT���%�� is down. Table 3 presents the subsequent
BGP updates sent from node p to node r , in a format similar
to [10]. The table has four columns. The column marked with
Stage records the stage indexes. The Routing Table column
presents the routes known by the nodes (for clarity the table
only shows the routing tables for nodes p , s , t , and u ). As an
example p(��vwTf%`�xtfTG%`�xWGo(y,zfTG%�� indicates that node p has three
routes to node % by going through node T , t , and W , respec-
tively; the route marked with an asterisk ( TG% in this example)
is the best route chosen by the node. A dash sign indicates an
invalid route. The third column, New messages, provides the
new messages (announcements of a new route, or withdrawals)
generated by the nodes. These messages are processed in the
next step. New messages are given in the following format:
�|{ }~�G�$�
�w�,�+V$V+V+�
�w�(��� � 10����� , where � is the originator of the
message, �G� to �w� are � ’s neighbors to which node � advertises
the new route � 10��� ; if � � 10��������� , the announcement is a
path withdrawal. To simplify the description of the example,
we assume the (processing and propagation) delay on the path
from node z to W through nodes y and o is sufficiently large,
so that node W has not withdrawn the route to node % at the
last stage in the table. The last column gives the changes in
the preferences of the routes announced by node p to node � ,
where � indicates an increase in route preference, whereas �
a decrease. From the table, we see that routes with alternate
preferences can indeed be announced during path exploration.
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3 Characterizing BGP Path Explo-
ration and Route Flap

In this section we present a simple yet unique characteristic
of BGP path exploration. Based on this provable property of
path exploration, we can correctly distinguish BGP path ex-
ploration from route flaps. This forms the basis for the next
section, where we design a correct BGP route flap damping
algorithm.
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Figure 4: Route updates

Before we present the main result of this section, let’s ex-
amine the example in Section 2.3 more closely. Without loss
of generality, let’s assume that at stage W , node p withdraws
the route �dp$WGo(yfzfTf%G� from node r , and at stage o , node p re-
advertises the route ��p$TG%G� (assuming edge �qT��x%)� comes back
sometime before stage o ). Figure 4 presents the route updates
sent to node r from node p , as well as the preferences of the
routes at node p . Note that in the figure, the absolute value of
the preference of a route is not important, we are more inter-
ested in the relative preference of two routes, as indicated by
the arrows in the figure. A downward arrow indicates a de-
crease in the preference, while an upward arrow indicates an
increase in the preference. From the figure, we see that dur-
ing the BGP failure path exploration (before stage 6), route
�dp$WGo(yfzfTf%G� is advertised by node p twice at stage s and u , re-
spectively. On the other hand, routes �dp�tfTf%G� and �dp�twu0sfTG%f� are
only advertised once. As soon as they are (implicitly) with-
drawn, node p would not announce them again during the
course of the path exploration. We note that route ��p�WGo(y,zfTG%G�
differs from routes �dp$tfTG%G� and ��p�t,u0sfTf%G� in that route �dp�WGoGyfzfTG%f�
has the lowest preference compared to its prior and succeed-
ing routes (ignoring withdrawals for this matter), while routes
�dp$tfTG%G� and �dp�t,u(sfTG%G� do not. Put in another way, during the
course of BGP (failure) path exploration, once a route with
a higher preference is replaced by a route with a lower pref-
erence, the route with a higher preference will not be adver-
tised by the node again. Therefore, the neighbors of the node
would only see the routes with higher preferences once in a
BGP path exploration. On the other hand, in a route flap, a
route with a higher preference may be seen by the neighbors
twice. This observation could be used to distinguish a BGP
path exploration from a route flap. We first state this observa-

tion as a formal proposition and present a proof. For ease of
exposition, we will use ��� denote the preference of a route * ,
and �@�x��������� to indicate that route *(� has a lower preference
compared with route *,� . To further simplify things, we assume
that a BGP explicit withdrawal has the lowest preference, that
is, ��������� , for any route * .

Proposition 1 Consider a node � and let node � be a neighbor
of node � . Let � denote a sequence of BGP events sent by node
� to node � . Without loss of generality, let �E��3@�~3I�$3I��V+V$V�3O� ,
where 3I� is a BGP event, which can be either a BGP route an-
nouncement or an explicit withdrawal, for 2���pf�xs)�xt)�+V$V+V+��� .
If � is a path exploration (PE), � must not contain the follow-
ing BGP event pattern: ���, �¡0���¢���,  and 3O£ is a repeated
BGP route announcement. More formally,

� is PE ¤ ¥¦�
§ � �~¨8© p�� �«ª ��� ª ¨¬� �® pf¯
���, �¡0�������,  & 3 £°��3.�G�

(2)

Proof: We prove this proposition by contradiction. Assume
that for some � and ¨ , the BGP event pattern indeed occurs,
i.e., ���  �¡0� �����   and 3O£°��3.� . Let ¨ C be the largest of such
¨ ’s, i.e., 3I�[±��3 £ for 2��²¨ C(³ pf�~¨ CG³ s)�$V+V+V+� �´ p . Let *,� M¶µ £be the route associated with (carried in) 3D� M and 3 £ . We focus
on the (sub)sequence 3�� M 3I� M e �~3I� M e ��V+V$V�3O£ . We consider two
cases.

CASE 1: � is a BGP failure path exploration. First let’s as-
sume that there is no BGP withdrawal in the sequence. Let 2 be
the smallest index between ¨ C and �· p , such that ���,¸������,  .
Given that ���, �¡0�¹�����,  , such a route 3I� always exists. Now
let’s consider the time � when node � announces route 3�� to
node � . It is easy to see that at time � , *f� M µ £ must not be avail-
able at node � . Otherwise, node � would rather announce *G� M¶µ £to node � instead of 3I� . The fact that *,� M µ £ is not available at
node � at time � (but available at node � at an earlier time, note
3I� M ) can be caused by a local network event at node � or a net-
work event at a downstream node between node � and the des-
tination network along the route *f� Mºµ £ . Without loss of gener-
ality, let’s assume the network event occurs at node » between
the destination network and node � along the route *G� M¶µ £ . Let
� C denote the time when the network event happens at node » ,
where � C ª � . This is also the time when node » withdraws
the route *,� Mºµ £ from the upstream nodes. Notice that route
*w� Mºµ £ becomes available again at node � at a time � C CD¼ � (note
3 £ ), then node » must re-announce the route at a time between
��� C ��� C C � . Therefore we know that the failure associated with the
network event at node » must have been recovered at the time.
Given that a network failure and recovery event pair is associ-
ated with the sequence 3.� M 3I� M e �~3.� M e �@V+V$Vx3 £ , we know that �
cannot just be part of a path exploration. Therefore, we reach
a contradiction.
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Now let’s consider the situation where at least
one BGP withdrawal is contained in the sequence
3I� M 3I� M e �x3.� M e ��V+V+Vx3O£ , and let 3O� be the first withdrawal
following 3.� M . Consider two cases: First assume at least one
of the routes 3.� M e �$�~3I� M e �,�+V+V$V+�x3O� F � has a lower preference
compared to *w� M¶µ £ . Then following the same argument as
above, we can show that a network failure and recovery event
pair is associated with the sequence 3�� M 3.� M e �~3I� M e �@V$V+Vx3 £ ,
and again we reach a contradiction. Now assume all the routes
3I� M e �$�~3I� M e �,�+V+V$V+�x3O� F � have a higher preference compared to
*w� Mºµ £ . Let � denote the time when the withdrawal 3.� is sent
from node � to node � . Given a withdrawal is sent at time �
from node � , we know that route *f� Mºµ £ is not available at node
� . By noting that route *,� Mºµ £ is later announced to node � by
node � ( 3O£ ) and following the same argument as above, we
see that a network failure and recovery event pair is associated
with the sequence 3.� M 3I� M e �x3.� M e �@V+V$Vx3 £ , and � cannot just
be part of a path exploration. We reach a contradiction again.

CASE 2: � is a BGP recovery path exploration. First let’s
assume that there is no BGP withdrawal in the sequence. Let
2 be the smallest index between ¨ C and �½ p such that ���,¸��
���,  . Given that ���, �¡0�������,  , such a route 3I� always exists.
Now let’s consider the time � when node � announces route 3D�
to node � . It is easy to see that at time � , *f� M µ £ must not be
available at node � . Otherwise, node � would rather announce
*w� Mºµ £ to node � instead of 3I� . Put in another way, at time � ,
route *w� Mºµ £ is replaced by some less preferred routes at node
� . However, during a BGP recovery path exploration, once a
route is present at a node, it can only be replaced by a route
with an increased preference. We reach a contradiction. The
situation where at least one BGP withdrawal is contained in
the sequence 3.� M 3I� M e �~3I� M e �@V+V$Vx3 £ can be proved in a similar
manner, i.e., leading to a contradiction. We omit it here.

Combining the above two cases, we have

� is PE ¤ ¥¦�
§ � �~¨8© p�� �«ª ����p ª ¨¾� �® pf¯
���, �¡0�������,  & 3O£°��3I�(�

(3)

It is worth noting that the condition �¿�  �¡0� �²���   is crucial.
In both BGP path explorations and route flaps, the same route
can be advertised repeatedly by a node to its neighbor (See
Figure 4 where route �dp�WGoGyfzfTG%f� is announced twice during the
BGP path exploration). However, during the course of a BGP
path exploration, the repeated route must have a lower prefer-
ence compared to the adjacent routes announced.

Proposition 1 provides an essential property of the BGP
event sequence of a BGP path exploration. To facilitate its us-
age, below we present its contrapositive as a corollary. Using
the same notation as in Proposition 1, we have

0. Input: ÀkÁ �G���,���wÂ ÃÄÃ"Ã^�,Å ;
1. Output: Type of the sequence;
2. for ( �[Æ>�~Ç^�ÉÈ;��Çq� eke )
3. if ( Ê0Ë~Ì ¡0�¿Í Ê0Ë~Ì )
4. for ( �GÆ���Çq� Í �wÇ�� eÎe )
5. if ( �,¸ Á � Ì )
6. return ( À contains route flap)
7. return ( À is a BGP path exploration)

Figure 5: Classification of BGP event sequences.

Corollary 2

�
§ � �Ï¨8©`ph� �«ª ����p ª ¨¾� �½ pf¯
���, �¡0���>���,  & 3 £Ð��3I�G�x��¤ ¥Ñ�
� is PE �

(4)

We assume that for a given sequence of BGP events � , if it
is not a BGP path exploration, it must contain at least one route
flap. Therefore, Corollary 2 provides us with a way to identify
a route flap. Based on Corollary 2, Figure 5 presents a simple
algorithm to determine if a given BGP event sequence contains
a route flap. Essentially, if a BGP sequence contains a repeated
route with �Ò����p , the algorithm claims the existence of a
route flap. Otherwise, it is a sequence of BGP updates during
BGP path exploration. In the next section, we will present a
new BGP route flap damping algorithm using this corollary.
We will see how route flaps can be detected online without
mistaking BGP updates during path exploration as route flaps.

4 ÓÐÔ´Õ�Ö : A New BGP Route Flap
Damping Algorithm

In this section we design a new BGP route flap damping al-
gorithm called RFD+ to damp persistent route flaps based on
Proposition 1. It is able to correctly distinguish BGP path ex-
plorations from BGP route flaps, and only suppresses persis-
tent route flaps. RFD+ has two components. The first one is
a mechanism to identify route flaps (based on Proposition 1),
and the second one is a suppressing mechanism to determine
when a route should be suppressed. For the second compo-
nent, we present a window-based counting scheme to suppress
persistent route flaps. However, it should be emphasized that
exact nature of the suppressing mechanism is not important.
What is critical is the correctness of the scheme to identify
route flaps. Indeed, other suppressing schemes, such as using
fixed timers (suppress for a fixed time), the penalty-based ex-
ponentially decaying scheme used in the current BGP Route
Flap Damping algorithm [17] can as well be employed in
RFD+, since this does not affect how route flaps are detected,
but merely specify what is to be done, once they are detected.
For simplicity, all the following discussions are made with re-
spect to a destination network % .
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First, let’s define some notation. Node � classifies a neigh-
bor � into two states: suppressed or eligible. If neighbor � is
suppressed (or simply �N�G��%�� is suppressed), routes announced
from � are excluded from the BGP route decision process.
Routes from neighbor � can participate in the BGP route deci-
sion process at node � only if node � is eligible (or simply �N�G��%��
is eligible). All the neighbors of node � are initially considered
eligible.

4.1 Relative Preference Community Attribute

Note that in Corollary 2, it is required that when node � re-
ceives a new route from neighbor � , it must know the relative
preference of the new route compared to the previous route at
node � . For this purpose, we introduce a new Community At-
tribute called Relative Preference (RP) (similar to SRFD [10]).
When node � advertises a route to its neighbor � , it inserts the
RP community attribute in the update message. This RP at-
tribute indicates the relative preference of the new route com-
pared to the previous one at node � . RP is an one-bit com-
munity attribute. It is set to p if the new route has a higher
preference. Otherwise �Ò�×�ØT . If the RP attribute is absent
in the update message, the receiving node will take the default
value of RP, which is T .

4.2 Route Flap Identification

Let �ÒÙÚ denote a data structure for maintaining the routes an-
nounced from node � . For ease of later discussions, let *;7Û�hÙÚ
denote the fact that * is in the data structure, and *8{�� ÙÚ the
insertion of route * into �hÙÚ (note that the real insertion only
occurs if *ÛÜ7Û�ÒÙÚ ).

Now consider that the current best route announced by node
� is replaced by a new route * . If *´Ü7A�hÙÚ , then *>{Ý��ÙÚ .
Otherwise, if *|7Þ� ÙÚ and the carried �Ò�®�½p , node � knows
that a route with an increased preference is repeated. Based on
Corollary 2, node � knows that a route flap has occurred. At
this time, all the routes in ��ÙÚ are cleared, i.e., ��ÙÚ �²ß , for the
following reasons: First, note that all the routes in �kÙÚ will be
repeated in the next course of the route flap. If node � does not
remove the routes in ��ÙÚ , the repetitions of all the routes may
be counted as route flaps, which is not correct. Second, the first
repeated route with �Ò����p may not be the most preferred
route at node � . A less preferred route may first appear at node
� in the corresponding BGP recovery path exploration, and
then later it could be replaced by more preferred routes. Node
� will over-count the route flaps if the other (more preferred)
routes are not removed.

0.
Ú

: neighbor of node à ; Ù : destination;
1. Upon receiving an route � from

Ú
:

2. if ( ��áâ�ãDäå )
3. � i ãDäå ;
4. else if ( � â�ãDäå and ã Ê8Á � )
5. /* a route flap is identified */
6. æ äç eke ;
7. ãDäå Æ>è ;
8. At the end of each time window é :
9. ê äå Æ>ë ê äå e�J � F ë P æ äå ;
10. æ äå Æ�ì ;
11. if ( ê äåÉí;î and (j,d) is eligible)
12. suppressing (j,d);
13. else if ( ê äå ÍÎï and (j,d) is suppressed)
14. (j,d) Æ eligible;

Figure 6: Pseudo code of RFD+.

4.3 Persistent Route Flaps Suppression
We use a window-based counting scheme to identify persis-
tent route flaps. Let 9 denote a configurable time interval
(window). Let < and ð be two configurable constants, where
ð ª < . We refer to them as suppression threshold and reuse
threshold, respectively. We will see their usages shortly. To
track the number of route flaps, node � maintains a counter ñ`ÙÚ
for each neighbor � . At the beginning of each time window 9 ,
ñ ÙÚ is set to T . Whenever a route flap from neighbor � is identi-
fied by node � , ñòÙÚ is advanced by one. At the end of each time
window, ñòÙÚ contains the number of route flaps that occurred in
the last time window.

We could immediately suppress the routes announced by
neighbor � if ñ�ÙÚ ?E< . However, a more graceful way would be
to rely on the long-term trend of route flapping dynamics in-
stead of what happens in one time window. Let ó�ÙÚ denote the
average number of route flaps in the current window and pre-
vious windows. ó¦ÙÚ is computed using exponential-weighted
moving average (EWMA), i.e.,

ó ÙÚkôöõ ó ÙÚ ³ �"p  õ ��ñ ÙÚ �
where õ is a configurable parameter used to control the contri-
bution of the route flaps history to the calculation of ó�ÙÚ . óÑÙÚ is
initialized to T when the system first starts. At the end of each
time interval, ó ÙÚ is re-computed. If ó ÙÚ ?E< , the related routes
are suppressed. On the other hand, if ó�ÙÚ �÷ð , the related
routes become eligible again.

Figure 6 summarizes the RFD+ algorithm.

4.4 Properties of RFD+
In this section we briefly discuss some properties of the RFD+
algorithm. From the Section 4.2 (see also Lines u – W in Fig-
ure 6), we know that RFD+ only claims a route flap if a route
is repeated with increased preference (RP = 1). On the other
hand, from Corollary 2, we know that any BGP event sequence
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containing a repeated route with RP = 1 cannot just be part of
a BGP path exploration. Therefore,

Remark 1 RFD+ distinguishes route flaps from BGP path ex-
plorations, and any BGP events of a BGP path exploration will
not be wrongly taken as route flaps.

Now let’s turn our attention to persistent route flaps. First
we assume that no two route flaps are interleaved with each
other. As we discussed above, when the first repeated route
with RP = 1 reaches a node � from neigbor � , node � identifies
this as a route flap and clears the records of the stored routes
in �ÒÙÚ . The next route flap will be identified by node � in the
same way, i.e., RFD+ will count every route flap once and only
once. As a result, RFD+ can identify all such route flaps.

Now consider the case where the BGP event sequences of
multiple route flaps interleave with each other. Recall that
when node � gets the first repeated route from neighbor � with
RP=1, it identifies a route flap and removes all the routes from
�ÒÙÚ . Note that, even though such an operation may remove the
record of other route flaps, RFD+ can always identify at least
one of the (most frequent) route flaps. As long as one persis-
tent route flap is identified, all the related route flaps will be
suppressed.

Remark 2 RFD+ can suppress all the persistent route flaps.

Consider a node � . Note that during the course of a single
route flap at a neighbor � , RFD+ at node � only advances the
route flap counter ñòÙÚ by one. This is performed when RFD+
detects the first repeated route with RP = 1. This route can
be the original most preferred route before the network failure
event, or an alternative path depending on which one is first
avaiable at the neighboring BGP speaker � during the BGP
recovery path exploration. If the most preferred route reaches
node � first, there will be no more BGP route updates from
node � , and the route flap is over. So in this case ñ`ÙÚ is only
advanced by one. On the other hand, if a less preferred route
comes to node � first, it may be later replaced by other (more
preferred) route. As a result, new BGP update messages will
be sent by node � to node � . However, from the description
of the RFD+ algorithm (Section 4.2) and also Lines u – y , we
note that RFD+ at node � has cleared the records of all the
routes (particularly more preferred ones). Therefore, RFD+
will not count new BGP route updates during the recovery path
exploration of the same route flap as additional route flaps,
given that the conditions *:7ø�hÙÚ and ���×�×p will not hold.
Given that RFD+ only advances ñòÙÚ once during a route flap,
it will not overcount occassional route flaps as persistent ones.
Therefore we have,

Remark 3 RFD+ will not mistake occational route flaps as
persistent route flaps. Therefore, RFD+ will not suppress rel-
atively stable routes.
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Figure 7: Comparison of SRFD and RFD+.

5 Simulation Studies

In this section we conduct simulation studies to compare the
performance difference between SRFD and RFD+. For each
simulation we schedule a single link failure at a certain time
and a corresponding recovery at a later time, i.e., a single route
flap. We compare the number of route flaps claimed by both
SRFD and RFD+ from the same observation point. The dis-
crepancy between the number of real route flaps occurred in a
network and the number of route flaps claimed by a route flap
damping algorithm reflects to what degree the damping algo-
rithm mistakes BGP route updates in a BGP path exploration
as route flaps. Therefore, it is a good performance indicator of
route flap damping schemes in terms of correctly identifying
route flaps.

We first describe the network configurations in the simula-
tions. Three different network topologies are used. They are
the fork network (Figure 1), the clique(5) network (Figure 2),
and a network topology created by a random network genera-
tor, which we refer to as the random network. In all the sim-
ulations, we focus on the BGP update messages regarding a
single network destination (node % in Figures 1 and 2) at a sin-
gle observation node (node r in Figures 1 and 2). For the third
topology, the destination and observation nodes are connected
to different randomly selected routers in the random network.
The resulting topology is kept consistent when studying both
SRFD and RFD+.

In the fork network, all the edges have a propagation de-
lay of p second except edge �^z0�xT0� , which has a propagation
delay of t seconds. This is to make the propagation time of
BGP messages on path (5, 6, 7, 8, 0) sufficiently greater than
those on other paths. (As noted in [8], the propagation delays
of most BGP messages between two peers (neighbors) on the
Internet are within several seconds.) Similarly, in the clique(5)
network, all the edges have a propagation delay of p second
except edge �^t)�xW(� , which has a propagation delay of t sec-
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onds.
There are a total of 24 routers in the random network (in-

cluding the destination and observation nodes). As mentioned
above, both the destination and observation nodes have a de-
gree of p (because they are attached later). All other routers
have a degree between u and o (inclusive). All the edges have
a propagation delay of p second.

The edge experiencing a single failure and recovery is the
edge between the destination node and its neighbor (edge
�qT���%�� in the fork network and edge �"pf�x%)� in the clique(5) net-
work).

Figure 7 presents the number of route flaps claimed by both
SRFD and RFD+ as a function of minRouteAdvertisementIn-
terval (MRAI). From the figure we see that RFD+ can al-
ways correctly identify the single route flap, independent of
the value of MRAI. On the other hand, for SRFD to detect
the route flap correctly without over-counting, the MRAI value
needs to be sufficiently large. When the MRAI value is small,
SRFD mistakes some BGP route updates during path explo-
ration as route flaps. That is, SRFD cannot independently and
correctly detect the number of real route flaps. More specifi-
cally, consider the simulations with the clique(5) network. We
can see that when the MRAI value drops to t seconds, SRFD
claims there are t route flaps, and when the MRAI value fur-
ther drops to s seconds or smaller, u route flaps are claimed
by SRFD, even though there is only a single link failure and
recovery in the network. Similar behavior is observed on the
fork and random networks with the SRFD damping algorithm.
However, it is important to note that, as demonstrated by the
simulation results with the random network, the interaction be-
tween SRFD and MRAI can be rather complex. The number
of route flaps claimed by SRFD does not necessarily decrease
when the MRAI value is increased, even though it holds as
a macroscopic trend. The number of route flaps claimed by
SRFD depends on both the value of MRAI (which will in gen-
eral reduce the number of BGP updates, see also [5]) and the
ensuing BGP route update announcement pattern.

As shown by Griffin and Premore [5], for each network,
there exists an optimal value of MRAI to minimize the BGP
routing convergence time. However, there are no general rules
to derive the optimal MRAI value and it varies from one net-
work to another. Moreover, it is not clear if the optimal MRAI
value is large enough for SRFD to correctly detect the number
of route flaps. Currently, the default value of MRAI used by
Internet routers is tfT seconds (which is somewhat arbitrarily
chosen). However, even with ùÐ�Ò#¹/ø�«tfT seconds, SRFD
may not be able to correctly detect the number of route flaps,
as demonstrated by the following simulation conducted on the
fork-clique(4) network (Figure 3). In this simulation, all the
edges in the network have a propagation delay of p second.
Again, the edge �qT���%�� fails and recovers once, i.e., there is
only one route flap in the network. However, at node r SRFD
claims there are s route flaps. On the other hand, RFD+ cor-

rectly detects that there is only one route flap.

6 Localized Route Flap Damping?
RFD+ allows for incremental deployments, in particular,
RFD+ confines the effects of persistent route flaps to nodes
that have not deployed the algorithm (and their neighbors). On
the other hand, RFD+ is relatively expensive. In RFD+, BGP
route updates need to carry the new Relative Preference com-
munity attribute, and nodes need to maintain tables regarding
each destination for each neighbor. In this section, we discuss
a simple localized BGP route flap damping algorithm, called
LRFD, where a node only damps persistent route flaps if it
is the source of the flaps. Given the largely diverse causes of
route flaps, we do not claim LRFD can handle all the persistent
route flaps well. Instead, we are more interested in illustrating
the possibility of employing light-weight algorithms to handle
persistent route flaps.

At a high level, LRFD works as follows. It monitors the lo-
cal network events. Both the window-based counting scheme
and the penalty-based algorithm can be used to determine if a
network event is a persistent one. If so, all the routes affected
by the event are excluded from the BGP routing decision pro-
cess. We will not elaborate on the suppressing mechanism any
further. Below we focus on the monitoring mechanism and as-
sume that the window-based counting scheme is employed for
the suppression purpose. (See Section 4 for the discussion on
the window-based counting scheme.)

6.1 Handling Physical Network Events
Each node � maintains a counter ñ Ú for each of its BGP neigh-
bors � (either an inter-domain BGP neighbor or an intra-
domain one). When the corresponding BGP session is (re-
)established, ñ à is advanced by one.

Now let’s see how LRFD handles physical network events
that affect the reachability of local network prefixes. Regard-
less of how a node learns a local network prefix % (either by
manual configuration or from intra-domain routing protocols),
it maintains a counter ñ�Ù for the prefix. Whenever the reach-
ability to the network prefix is changed (from being reachable
to being unreachable), the node advances the counter by one.
(Different from handling other network events, an AS may pre-
fer not to suppress the announcement of the prefix, but rather
damp the propagation of the related network events).

6.2 Handling Policy Network Events
For policy-related network events, we focus on disputed BGP
routing policies. Varadhan, Govindan and Estrin demonstrated
that disputed routing policies could result in persistent route
oscillations [16]. To tackle this problem, several pieces of
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work proposed rules to define safe routing policies to ensure
the convergence and stability of Internet routing [4, 6]. De-
spite of the existence of these kinds of guidelines on defining
safe BGP routing policies, we cannot exclude the possibility
that disputed routing policies could still exist on the Internet
because of, say, misconfigurations. (Note, however, that dis-
puted routing policies have not been observed on the Internet).
To handle disputed routing policies, we make the following as-
sumption about BGP behavior: when a node � is able to reach
a destination, it will not send an explicit BGP withdrawal mes-
sage to a neighbor � unless the neighbor is part of the newly se-
lected best route and node � has previously announced a route
to the neighbor. This assumption holds in the current BGP pro-
tocol [15]. In a stable system, we should not see the persistent
occurrence of the above mentioned behavior at node � , i.e., an
explicit withdrawal being sent by node � following the receipt
of a new route to the destination, which is the signature of dis-
puted routing policies and forms the basis for LRFD to handle
policy-related network events.

For simplicity, the following discussions are made with re-
spect to a network destination % . In LRFD, each node � main-
tains a counter ñ ÙÚ for each neighbor � . Node � maintains the
routes of interest from the neighbor in a data structure �hÙÚ . �ÒÙÚ
is updated as follows: Assume now node � receives a route
* from a neighbor � . If receiving this route triggers explicit
withdrawal(s) to be sent to some neighbor(s), then *={ú�kÙà .
(Note that in RFD+, all the routes are inserted into �hÙÚ .) If * is
already in ��Ùà , a route flap is detected and ñòÙÚ is advanced by
one.

7 Related Work
The potential adverse side effect of the BGP Route Flap
Damping algorithm on the Internet routing convergence time
has been speculated in [5, 11]. The work by Mao et al. [10]
is perhaps the first demonstrating that BGP RFD can indeed
exacerbate the Internet routing convergence time. A simple
enhancement to RFD was proposed in their work. However,
as we discussed earlier, the proposed enhancement may fail
in certain cases. As a result, it may still suppress a relatively
stable route for a potentially long period of time.

Orthogonal to the work to design better route flap damp-
ing algorithms, there have been several recent efforts try-
ing to eliminate or alleviate the BGP path exploration prob-
lem [1, 13]. In [13], the authors defined certain AS path con-
sistency rules for identifying infeasible routes, therefore re-
ducing the chances that outdated information will be selected
and further propagated in the Internet. Currently, however, at a
BGP speaker the consistency rules are only defined for and ap-
plicable to the routes learned from the neighbors where one of
the neighbors uses another neighbor as the next hop (or down-
stream node more generally) to a destination. Therefore, it

would not be able to eliminate all the BGP path explorations.
Note also that certain relationships among the BGP speaker of
interest, its neighbors, and the destination network need to be
satisfied so that one of the neighbors can use another neigh-
bor as the next hop to the destination. More investigations are
needed to determine how common such relationships are in
the current policy practices on the Internet, and consequently
the effectiveness of the consistency rules. In [1], a concep-
tually simple enhancement to the current BGP protocol was
made to try to flush out the outdated routing information by
speeding up the propagation of bad news through undelayed
BGP withdrawal messages. However, this scheme also can
not eliminate the propagation of outdated or invalid routing
information, therefore there will still be BGP path exploration
following a network event. First of all, if a MinRouteAdver
has been passed when a withdrawal is received, a new route
will be selected and announced to the neighbors. However,
this newly selected route can be an invalid route. Second, the
holding time for a BGP speaker to announce a new route is
MinRouteAdver (currently tfT secs). If the outdated routing in-
formation has not been flushed out (of the Internet) within this
time interval, an invalid route can be announced to the neigh-
bors. Moreover, more withdrawal messages can be potentially
generated in this scheme compared to the current BGP proto-
col, which may have an adverse effect on the BGP Route Flap
Damping algorithm. Note also that both pieces of work have
no effect on BGP recovery path explorations.

Despite this, it is clear that such efforts reduce the degree
of BGP path explorations, which simplifies the task of damp-
ing flapping routes. However, we believe that our work is still
valuable in the sense that it sheds light on the characteristics of
BGP path explorations and provides us with more understand-
ing about the problem related to BGP path exploration.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we studied the properties of BGP path exploration
and what distinguishes it from actual route flaps. We devel-
oped a characteristic “signature” of a route flap that could be
checked against received updates. Based on this, we devel-
oped a new BGP route flap damping algorithm, RFD+, which
correctly identifies route flaps while ignoring updates corre-
sponding to path exploration. Thus, relatively stable routes
will not be suppressed, which was a problem in the original
RFD algorithm as well as in SRFD. We also briefly discussed
a simpler, localized route flap damping scheme.

In the future we plan to analyze the BGP updates collected
at different BGP route servers in order to understand the preva-
lence of route flaps and also to evaluate the performance of
RFD+ in the real Internet.
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Table 4: Advertisements interleaved with withdrawals
Stage Routing tables New messages
0 1(*0d, 30d) 3(*0d, 10d, 40d) 4(*0d, 20d, 30d) 2(*0d, 40d) - (steady state)

edge (0,d) is down 0 ikj 1, 2, 3, 4 l W
1 1(-, *30d) 3(-, *10d, 40d) 4(-, *20d, 30d) 2(-, *40d) 1 ikj x, 3 l [130d], 3 ikj 1, 4 l [310d], 4 ikj 2, 3 l [420d], 2 iÎj 4 l W
2 1(-, -) 3(-, -, *420d) 4(-,-,*310d) 2(-,-) 1 ikj x l W, 3 iÎj 1 l [3420d], 3 ikj 4 l W, 4 ikj 3 l W
3 1(-, *3420d) 3(-,-,-) 4(-,-,-) 2(-,-) 1 ikj x l [13420d], 3 ikj 1 l W
4 1(-,-,-) 3(-,-,-) 4(-,-,-) 2(-,-) 1 ikj x l W

A Advertisements Interleaved with
Withdrawals

In this example we show that a single link failure can result in
multiple route advertisements with the same preference inter-
leaved with route withdrawals.

Figure 8 presents the AS-level network topology we will
use. We adopt the same conventions as in the example given
in 2.3. For simplicity, we assume that the routes announced
from the same neighbor have the same preference. Table 4
presents the the BGP routing information updates sent from
node p to node r after the edge between node % and T is down.

X

1 3 4 2

0

d

Figure 8: Advertisements interleaved with withdrawals.

From the table, we see that four updates are sent from nodep to node r regarding the reachability to node % at steps p to u
(they are recorded with bold fonts in the table). Note that the
two route advertisements at stages p and t are interleaved with
a route withdrawal.
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